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AcHAnYA GIRISH CHEruNRA BOSE COLLEGE

35 Raikumar Chakraborty Sarani(Scott Lane),

Kolkata-700 009, West Bengal, India

AND
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principal

Bangabasi Morning College
Kolkata - 700 009

BANGABASI MORNING COTLEGE

19, Raikumar Chakraborty Sarani,

Kolkata-7OO 009, West Bengal, India
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and

BANGABASI MORNING COLLEGE,
19, Raikumar Chakraborty Sarani Kolkata- ZOO6Og,West Bengal

1' The purpose of this agreement is to deverop academic and educational
collaboration through facurty exchange, student exchange, seminar/webinar talks,

2

and resource exchange including sharing
development of both the institutions.

This collaboration is a manifestation ofthe parties, intention to coraborate and is
not a legally binding contract.

Both organizations agree to conduct the forowing colaborative activities in
academic areas of mutual interest, on the basis of equality and reciprocity.

3. Exchange of faculty members between the two institutions.
4' Participation/ ioint conducting add-on courses/ certificate

seminars/ workshops in both the institutions on the basis of m
As long as this agreement is in force, the Heads of both the Instit
a faculty member to act as coordinator for the effective impl

of best practices for the holistic

programmes/

utual discussion,

utions will appoint

ementation of the

ns.

Both the institution mutualry agrees to promote and deverop cooperation withvariousactivities listed below:

Students of both institutions wilr have equal access to quarity enhancement
programs organized by the institutions, subject to the availability ofresources.
Exchange ofstudents between the two institutions for academic/ extracurricular
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activities of collaboration.

6. Both the parties agree that any dispute arising during the course of
implementation of this coraboration will be sorted out with mutual discussion.

7. Strengthe understandin g and appreciation between tw
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COTLABORATION AGREEMENT

This agreement is entered into by the ACHARYA GIRISH CHANDRA BosE COLLEGE
35 Rajkumar Chakraborty Sarani(Scott Lane), Kolkata-700 009, West Bengal,

purposes.
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B. No financial transaction will be invoived except the fees charged for add-

oncourses, in any collaborative activities'

9. Special cases may be considered by the two Heads of the Institutions and

IQAC Coordinators'

10. This agreement will remain in force for five [05J years from the date of

signing unless it is terminated by either institution with a minimum of one

month's noticeto the other institution'

This collaboration agreement is entered on the ...a.f....... day or....TlL3..month

and ..,....... ....2023...... Year'
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Witness: 35' Rajl

Principal
Bangabasi ggrffi College

Bangabasi Morning Collegr
Kolkata - 700 009

Witness:
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Co-Ordinator,IQAC

AGCBoseCollege
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      Dr. Amitava Dutta, Principal       
       Bangabasi Morning College                                                          
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BANGABASI MORNING COLLEGE
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'A'Grade Re-Accredtted by NAAC, 2o16
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Student Exchanee Programqe on Comouterised Accounting and E Filine of Tax Return

A student exchange programme was organized by the Department of Commerce, Bangabasi Morning College with

Department of Commerce, Acharya Girish Chandra Bose College on 28-06-2023 at the Commerce Lab of the college

premise. The classes were taken with a view to improve their skills on computerised accounting and e- filing of tax

return which is included in their CBCS Curriculum under Semester lll. CMA Mustak Ahmed and Smt. Dipika Das of our

college and Smt. Soumi Saha of Acharya Girish Chandra Bose College conducted the class. 14 students of B.Com

Semester lll attended the exchange programme.
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